RFQ 17082018-FV- Qualified Supplier Lists for Photography Services as of November, 2018

The Vancouver Community College posted the above Request for Qualifications on BC Bid (www.bcbid.ca) and Bonfire (https://vcc.bonfirehub.ca/opportunities) from August 17, 2018 to September 13, 2018. The following lists of Qualified Suppliers will be in effect for a period of one (1) year with the option in favour of VCC to extend the term on an annual basis to a maximum term of five (5) years. VCC reserves the right to refresh these qualified suppliers lists at any time by adding qualified firms.

**Service Area 1:**

1. Sarah Murray Photographer

**Service Area 2:**

1. Fama Photography
2. Sarah Murray Photographer

As stated in the Request for Qualifications document, VCC reserves the right to invite on an as, if and when required basis, the vendors qualified for the Photography Services project to bid on additional related opportunities and scope.